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An update on the life and ministry of Dave & Jennifer Lowe

MacBooks, Craigslist, and a Guy on Rollerblades.
A few years ago, I listed a used laptop on Craigslist. I got
an email from a guy named Hugo and I drove to a Starbucks
near him to show him the computer.
A few minutes later a guy comes cruising by on
rollerblades, and it turns out, that’s Hugo!
We sat down
and chatted for
a few minutes
and I learned
that Hugo was
a UCLA grad
who knew
some of the
same people I
knew who had
been involved
with Cru and
Hugo and I are connected on various social
Destino at
media platforms. Hugo is an active guy, who,
UCLA.
in addition to roller-blading, loves the
outdoors. On Strava, I often see Hugo hiking,
Hugo and I
cycling and enjoying God’s amazing creation kept in touch
with friends!
as he would
occasionally contact me with computer related questions.
About a year ago, Hugo contacted me again because he
had an issue with the computer I had sold him a few years
back. We met up and I helped him fix his computer issue.
Hugo and I were connected on Facebook and I would
occasionally see his posts about life. In a lot of ways, Hugo
represents the typical Young Professional to whom we
minister. He loves God and he’s passionate about the
underprivileged and less fortunate.
After college, Hugo had to deal with school loans (and is
now debt free!) yet hasn’t found his sweet spot professionally.
Hugo has struggled to figure out exactly how he can best
serve God and fulfill his life mission. He’s not quite sure what
His unique calling is or how he can best leverage his talents,
experience and passion into a life of purpose and meaning.
At the time we met a year ago, I shared with Hugo about
our ministry to Young Professionals and some of the specific
opportunities we offer, but nothing concrete really
materialized.

A few months ago, Hugo contacted me again. His
computer had died and he wanted advice on what to
purchase next. He was looking for a decent used computer. I
just happened to have another used MacBook that I had just
listed on Craigslist and I mentioned that to him.
Hugo decided he wanted to purchase my laptop so we
met up again for the transfer. When we met, he said, "a year
ago, you were telling me about some opportunities you have
for Young Professionals and I wanted to hear about those
again if they're still available."
I was smiling inside because I had been wondering if I
should mention to him again about my role in helping Young
Professionals.
Hugo and I have now
met a few times for
coaching and our
conversations have been
encouraging.
Hugo has been very
appreciative of the
opportunity to connect,
learn and grow. I’ve
appreciated Hugo’s
vulnerability with me
and genuine willingness
to allow me to come
alongside him as he
continues in his professional and spiritual journey.
If you think about it, please pray for Hugo. He’s been
accepted into USC’s graduate program on Public Policy but is
weighing whether the cost of the program will be worth the
benefits the program will provide.
This is a common issue with Young Professionals as they
navigate and deal with the high cost of education relative to
the advantages and opportunities that education provides in
our current environment.
Thanks for your partnership that
allows us to meet with and minister to
Hugo and so many others like him!
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